Introduction {#s0001}
============

Telomeres and lamins are directly connected with 2 important and expanding areas of research, the biology of aging and the studies relating nuclear architecture to genome function. However, research areas on telomeres and lamins do hardly talk to each other and there is a clear need for more integrated pictures. In this perspective, it is relevant to compare and combine not only telomeres and lamins researches, but also analyses performed in different molecular, cellular or organismal systems. In an attempt to contribute to an integrated view, we report here data going from the basics of telomere mechanics to the description and points of convergence of lamins- and telomeres-related phenotypes, in cells, mouse models and in human diseases.

Telomeres as challenging structures {#s0002}
===================================

Mammalian telomeres are complex structures protecting chromosome ends, capped with a multiprotein complex, containing arrays of TTAGGG repeats which in humans can extend up to 10--20 kb. They end in a single G-rich overhang at 3′, bending into a t-loop, in which the telomeric double strand portion folds back allowing the G-rich single strand to invade the double-stranded region, creating a displacement loop (D-loop). To secure their correct function and homeostasis, telomeres have to face several challenges. A main one is the end replication problem, a consequence of the inability of conventional DNA polymerases to fully replicate the DNA lagging strand, generating a 5′ gap after removal of the 5′-most RNA primer. A second problem comes up when the semiconservative canonical DNA replication machinery has to confront with the complexity of telomeric structure. A third problem is the protection from the DNA damage sensing system that has to distinguish chromosome ends from DNA double-strand breaks.

Telomerase activity circumvents the end replication problem {#s0002-0001}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The end replication problem is solved by telomerase, a catalytic complex including an RNA-dependent DNA polymerase (TERT) that adds telomeric DNA to chromosome ends by copying a template sequence within the RNA component of the enzyme (TERC).[@cit0001] The telomerase holoenzyme works in association with 2 dyskerin--NHP2--NOP10--GAR1 complexes and with the protein TCAB1 (reviewed in [@cit0002]). The complex works in the S phase of the cycle[@cit0003] and is active only in specific cell types, including embryonic stem cells and, at low levels, adult stem cells.[@cit0004] In cancer cells, to bypass cell crisis generated by excessive division cycles and checkpoint dysfunction, constitutive expression of telomerase represents a mechanism that robustly contributes to tumor cells\' indefinite proliferation.[@cit0005]

In wild-type telomerase-positive cells, the average telomere length is the result of the dynamic process including loss due incomplete replication and telomerase-mediated elongation. This equilibrium is not only controlled by telomerase holoenzyme levels,[@cit0006] but also by the associated proteins such as TCAB1.[@cit0007]

The activity of telomerase is also linked to the shelterin, a telomere-capping structure that includes 6 different proteins ([Fig. 1a](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). Of these, the shelterins TRF1 and TRF2 homodimerize, and bind the TTAGGG double strand array of repeats. TRFs are interconnected with the other shelterin members POT1, RAP1, TIN2 and TPP1. POT1 binds the single stranded TTAGGG overhang stretch protruding at 3′ of telomeric DNA and/or to internal regions of single stranded TTAGGG repeats displaced from the complementary strand in telomere t-loop structures. TIN2 and TPP1 bridge POT1 to the TRF proteins.[@cit0009] RAP1 directly interacts with TRF2. The basic model of functional interaction of telomerase with shelterins postulates a TRFs\' control at TTAGGG repeats, which would regulate POT1 binding to the G-tail, and, in turn, POT1 would restrict telomerase access and telomere elongation. Recently, a more complex interplay has been suggested, including not only TRFs and POT1, but also TPP1, as a regulator of telomerase recruitment at telomeres, while the implication of TIN2 is still under investigation.[@cit0002] In addition to these associations, telomerase interacts with another enzyme, tankyrase. Tankyrase, is an ankyrin-related protein whose activity is regulated by Polo-like-kinase-1, and works by releasing TRF1 from telomeres thereby allowing access to telomerase.[@cit0011] Figure 1.Human and Drosophila telomeres. Schematic representation of the principal capping and replicative proteins in mammals (a) and in flies (b). In flies, telomeres are not composed of TTAGGG repeats typically present in mammalian telomeres, but are characterized by an array of retrotransposons called HeT-A, TART, and TAHRE (collectively abbreviated as HTT). In mammals, the protecting capping complex contains the 6 shelterin components TRF1, TRF2, POT1, TPP1, TIN2 and RAP1. In flies, the capping complex is named terminin and includes HOAP, HHOAP, MOI and VER. In mammals, telomere elongation is accomplished by the telomerase complex, including the TERC and TERT subunits, and with the contribution of dyskerins, TCAB1 and of tankyrase. In flies, telomeres are elongated by retrotransposition. Mammalian and Drosophila telomeres are both functionally constrained into a complex heterochromatic and capped structure, which represents a challenge to the replication machinery.

Semiconservative telomere replication in somatic cells {#s0002-0002}
------------------------------------------------------

Beyond the end replication problem, telomeres represent a challenge for the replication machinery due to the repetitive nature of the DNA sequence, the presence of the capping complex and their tridimensional organization including t-loop folding and G quadruplex pairing in the G-rich telomeric repeat strand. Indeed, telomeres have been related to fragile sites, which are specific chromosomal regions that challenge replication, especially under stress conditions such as in the presence of limiting nucleotide pools or of DNA polymerase inhibitors.[@cit0013] For example, in the presence of low levels of aphidicolin, which induces breaks and gaps at common fragile sites in metaphase chromosomes, an increase in the frequency of telomere aberrations was observed as compared to control cells.[@cit0013] Moreover, the shelterin TRF1 and active helicases (i.e. BLM and RTEL1) are required to remove the G quadruplex DNA structure at chromosome ends[@cit0013] and to repress the fragile telomere phenotype. TRF1, BLM and RTEL1 therefore represent one block of a telomere-operating platform, to which other factors are expected to add. One natural further member of this operational platform is the proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), a canonical component of the replisome, which was proven to biochemically and functionally interact with RTEL1 contributing to replication fork dynamics and origin usage during telomere replication.[@cit0015] Beyond shelterins, PCNA and helicases, telomere replication requires many other factors. Among these, the CTC1--STN1--TEN1 (CST) complex has been implicated in overhang control, and the TRF2-recruited 5′-3′ exonuclease Apollo has been implicated in C-strand resection, a step happening after leading-strand synthesis and preceding t-loop refolding.[@cit0002]

Most higher eukaryotes chromosome ends are organized as in mammals, however there are exceptions. An intriguing case is that of Drosophila and other dipterans. In flies telomeres do not contain the TTAGGG sequence but an array of specialized retrotransposons that contribute, in place of mammalian telomerase, to telomere homeostasis.[@cit0016] Mammalian and Drosophila telomeres thus do not share telomerase activity and sequence properties, but are however both functionally constrained into a complex heterochromatic and capped (by terminins in flies,[@cit0017] [Fig. 1b](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}) structure, which represents a challenge to the replication machinery. Therefore it was proposed that the study of mammalian orthologues of fly telomeric proteins can lead to the identification of proteins implicated in the complexity of telomere function in mammals. Accordingly we have recently identified a mammalian telomeric protein linked to telomere replication on the basis of its homology to the Drosophila counterpart. This protein, named AKTIP in humans, binds to telomeres, and interacts directly with TRF1 and TRF2. In addition AKTIP binds to the replication machinery component PCNA and is important for its association to replicative chromatin.[@cit0018]

Shelterins and DNA damage protection {#s0002-0003}
------------------------------------

The third challenge for chromosome ends is dealing with the DNA damage response system. End protection through shelterins has been proven to be instrumental to face this challenge.[@cit0013] The shelterin TRF2 controls the ATM arm of the DNA damage response pathway, protecting telomeres from classical non homologous end joining (c-NHEJ) [@cit0022] and reviewed in [@cit0024]). Mutant TRF2 induces telomere fusions, whose formation depends on DNA-protein kinases, on ligase IV and on the Ku70--Ku80 heterodimer. The ATR-controlled branch of the DNA damage response would also be activated by telomere ends if there wasn\'t the protection of the shelterin members TPP1, POT1 and TIN2 [@cit0025] and reviewed in [@cit0024]). These proteins act by creating steric hindrance for binding of the replication protein A (RPA) to chromosome ends at the single-stranded overhang and at stalled replication forks. In addition to biochemical and genetic analyses, work on chromatin structure has shown that shelterin induces physical compaction of telomeric chromatin, which contributes to the protection of chromosome ends against the DNA damage response machinery.[@cit0026]

The analysis of the DNA damage response in relation to telomeres has revealed a further level of complexity. On the one side, as described above, DNA damage related factors are negatively controlled by shelterins, on the other hand the activity of specific DNA damage players is implicated in the maintenance of telomeres. For example, the activity of BRCA2 and Rad51 facilitates telomere replication and capping.[@cit0027]

One final aspect related to telomere function is the role played by the long noncoding RNA telomeric repeat--containing RNA (TERRA) (reviewed in [@cit0028]). TERRA is transcribed from subtelomeric and telomeric repeat sequences and is involved in telomere maintenance in a telomerase-dependent and a telomerase-independent manner. TERRA activities include the control of telomeric chromatin structure, depending on the interaction with SUV39H1, which induces an increase in H3K9me3, an epigenetic mark of heterochromatin. Alterations of the epigenetic status of telomeres along with variations in TERRA lead to telomere aberrations and to the activation of the DNA damage response pathway.

Interactions between telomeres and lamins {#s0003}
=========================================

Although the mechanics of telomere maintenance has been thoroughly explored, a lot has still to be determined about its intranuclear logistics and dynamics. In this respect, the potential involvement of intracellular substructures is giving new insights in telomere function.

Lamins as nuclear envelope and matrix components {#s0003-0001}
------------------------------------------------

The inner membrane of mammalian nucleus contains an organized web of proteins known as the lamina, assembled from intermediate filaments that extend throughout the nuclear matrix. The fundamental building blocks of the lamina are the A- and B-type lamins. In humans, there are 3 lamin genes: LMNA, LMNB1 and LMNB2. Lamins A and C are alternatively spliced isoforms of the LMNA gene. Lamins B1 and B2 are the products of the LMNB1 and LMNB2 genes. The tridimensional structure of single lamins includes a central rod of α-helical heptad repeats flanked by head and tail domains, the C-terminal tail domain contains a motif similar to an immunoglobulin fold (Ig-fold).[@cit0029] Lamins A, B1, and B2 are initially synthesized as precursors, known as prelamins A, B1, and B2. The processing of these precursors into mature lamins involves a sequential series of post-translational modifications, including farnesylation.[@cit0031] B-type lamins are expressed in most cell types and are critical for survival. Indeed, B-type lamin RNAi in HeLa cells leads to cell death; B1- and B2 lamin-deficient mice dye after birth; however, lamin B1 KO fibroblasts can grow in culture.[@cit0032] Moreover, lamin B1 levels decline in senescent cells.[@cit0034] Lamin A/C expression is restricted to differentiated cells and is not essential.[@cit0029]

The nuclear lamina is disassembled for mitosis with both A and B-type lamins becoming distributed throughout the cytoplasm and ER membrane, respectively. This process is regulated by the phosphorylation of lamins operated by kinases.[@cit0035] During nuclear reformation, which requires phosphatase activity, A and B-type lamins follow different pathways of assembly. In the anaphase-telophase stage, lamin B1 is found in association with chromosomes and with the spindle, subsequently assembling into a polymer. Lamin A organization starts later in time after the pore complexes and the nuclear membrane have been formed and is then transported into the nucleoplasm and progressively incorporated into the lamina. In later stages both A- and B-type lamins form complex polymers throughout interphase nuclei.[@cit0036]

Lamins play an overall scaffolding role and have been implicated in diverse processes including the maintenance of proper nuclear architecture, DNA replication, DNA repair, and regulation of transcription.[@cit0029] Mammalian chromatin interacts with the nuclear lamina through the lamina-associated domains (LADs) and this interactions contributes to stable gene repression.[@cit0039] In embryonic stem cells lamin A regulates chromatin dynamics and epigenetic pathways that, in turn, determine their differentiation potential.[@cit0040]

Physical connections of telomeres with lamins {#s0003-0002}
---------------------------------------------

Telomeres in budding yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* typically cluster and tether at the nuclear periphery.[@cit0041] Although yeast do not express lamins, these findings initiated the search for a potential connection of mammalian telomeres with the nuclear peripheral structures and particularly with lamins. Actually, different organisms, from plants to mammals, display a typical organization termed 'bouquet', in first meiotic prophase, in which chromosome ends are identified at the nuclear periphery (reviewed in [@cit0043]). Mammalian meiotic chromosomes contain the telomere-associated proteins TRF1, TRF2, RAP1 and tankyrase, and, in first meiotic prophase they locate to the nuclear envelope, outside of regions of nucelar pore complexes, eventually forming the bouquet, in close proximity to the centrosome.[@cit0043] Lamin C2, the A-type lamin isoform expressed in mammalian meiotic cells, is required for telomere-positioning, and is linked to cytoplasmic structures through the members of the Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton (LINC) complex SUN1 and SUN2.[@cit0044] In meiotic cells, this subnuclear localization of telomeres is critical for chromosome pairing and homologous recombination.[@cit0045]

Connections between nuclear structures and telomeres in mammalian somatic cells are less well studied. More than 15 y ago the pioneering leading researcher in the field of mammalian telomeres, Titia de Lange, reported biochemical data based on nuclear fractionation showing that telomeres are attached to the nuclear matrix via their TTAGGG repeats.[@cit0046] De Lange and colleagues reported in a later paper that an interaction occurs among telomeric DNA, TRFs and the nuclear matrix.[@cit0047] In a more recent work, lamin B1 was reported to interact with the shelterin TRF1 in samples enriched for postmitotic cells, although telomers are not preferentially localized at the peripheral nuclear lamina in somatic cells.[@cit0038] We observed that telomeric chromatin is immunoprecipitated by anti-lamin A/C antibodies in human primary fibroblasts and that TRF1 interacts with lamin B1 (I. Saggio, unpublished data).

In addition to these data concerning the telomeric complex sensu stricto, other connections link telomeres to lamins, at the periphery and through the nucleoplasm, including, for example, the properties of the 2 proteins LAP2α and AKTIP. LAP2alpha, which is a binding partner of lamins A/C, interacts with telomeres and lamin C in telophase, and with nucleoplasmic lamin A/C foci and with the lamina in interphase.[@cit0048] AKTIP, which is functional to telomere replication, in interphase is typically enriched at the nuclear lamina.[@cit0018]

Beyond these data, other associations with the nuclear periphery and/or matrix have been described, such as that of the telomere function-related protein tankyrase, which, in mitosis, co-localizes with TRF1 at chromosomes ends and is found in association with centrosomes, and, in interphase nuclei, is detected at nuclear pore complexes.[@cit0050] Another example is that of a TIN2 isoform (TIN2L) - that contains additional 97 amino acids as compared to canonical shelterin component TIN2-, and associates with the nuclear matrix.[@cit0051]

A link has also been pointed out between lamins and telomere-related DNA sequences, different from the canonical TTAGGGs at chromosome ends. Wood and collaborators describe a functional interconnection between TRF2, lamin A/C and interstitial telomeric sequences. The paper proposes that A-lamins and TRF2 are critical for the formation of chromosome loops between telomeres and interstitial telomeric sequences, which would work as an additional mechanism of telomere protection.[@cit0052] Furthermore human subtelomeric sequences, notably the D4Z4 repeat, identified as a CTCF and A-type lamins-dependent insulator, have been shown to contribute telomere positioning at the nuclear periphery in somatic cells.[@cit0053]

Altogether, these data support a biochemical connection between telomere complexes (TTAGGGs, TRF1, TRF2), telomere associated proteins (tankyrase, TIN2L, AKTIP), lamins (A- and B-type) or lamin-associated proteins (AKTIP, LAP2α), and specific DNA sequences (subtelomeric regions and interstitial TTAGGGs) ([Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.Factors biochemically and/or topologically linked with telomeres and lamins. Several factors contribute to an interplay between lamins and telomeres. These include lamins, shelterins, telomere- and lamin-associated proteins, along with specific DNA sequences. In green, shelterins, in red telomeres- and lamins-associated proteins, in brown telomeres-associated proteins, in blue lamins, in yellow DNA sequences associated with telomeres and lamins.

Functional connections of telomeres with lamins {#s0003-0003}
-----------------------------------------------

In accordance with the biochemical data described above, lamins affect several properties of mammalian telomeres. One aspect influenced by lamins is the intranuclear topology of telomeres. In interphase cells intranuclear telomere diffusion could be either a Brownian motion or, if subject to constraining external forces, an anomalous subdiffusion. Interphase telomeres display slow anomalous diffusion, which lamin A depletion changes into a fast and normal diffusion, suggesting for crosslinking events occurring across the nuclear matrix between lamin A and telomeric chromatin controlling telomere dynamics.[@cit0054] However, in early postmitotic cells, during nuclear assembly, telomere locate preferentially (\> 40%) at the nuclear periphery.[@cit0038] Crabbe and coworkers suggest that the attachment of chromosome ends to the nuclear envelope during nuclear assembly is functional to reorganizing the status of chromatin in the daughter cell.[@cit0038]

The second set of functional connections is related to the influence of lamins on telomere homeostasis and epigenetics. Loss of lamin A causes telomere shortening,[@cit0055] while loss of the lamina associated telomeric protein AKTIP generates multiple telomeric signals (also called fragile telomeres) which are in principle related to telomere replication defects.[@cit0018] In addition, lamins and LAP2α affect chromatin epigenetics, conditioning, for example, the level of the heterochromatic mark H3K27me3.[@cit0049] Intriguingly, the fly homolog of AKTIP causes telomere aberrations preferentially involving the Y chromosome that, in Drosophila, is fully heterochromatic[@cit0019]

The third functional aspect of lamins in telomere regulation is their role at dysfunctional telomeres. Specifically, A-type lamins contribute to the NHEJ processing of dysfunctional telomeres by stabilizing 53BP1 protein levels.[@cit0056] A recent work further established, by advanced time-lapse imaging applied to TRF2-mutant MEFs, the connection between NHEJ occurring at uncapped telomeres, and the proteins 53BP1 and SUN1/2, along with microtubules.[@cit0057] These data, together with those on the SUN2-dependent nuclear tethering of telomeres reported by Crabbe and co-workers, highlight an interesting direction of genome studies investigates the role of the cytoskeleton for determining intranuclear processes. It is to note that SUN2 is implicated as well in meiotic telomeres attachment at the nuclear envelope as described above.[@cit0044]

Altogether these observations imply an interplay between lamins and telomeres in different cellular processes, including epigenetics, telomere dynamics, telomere homeostasis and DNA repair at dysfunctional telomeres, which, actually, in turn, are among them interconnected ([Fig. 3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3.Telomere processes affected by lamins. Lamins, also in connection with microtubules through the LINC complex, regulate multiple aspects of telomere function, including intranuclear diffusion, replication, elongation, heterochromatic organization and processing by NHEJ upon dysfunction, processes that, in turn, are intertwined among them. Figure 4.Hub model: a dynamic platform for telomere. Dynamics of the lamin-telomere interaction is described with a hypothetic model, according to which in mid and late mitosis the nuclear division organizational process would involve telomeres (green circles) and specific proteins (in red), which would be architecturally framed with B-lamins (in blue) at mitotic structures (i.e. at the spindle, at the spindle matrix or at centrosomes). Upon lamina reorganization, post-mitotically, complexes would be tethered at the nuclear periphery together with A- and B-lamins. Subsequently, these telomere-protein hubs would move into the matrix. In interphase, hubs\' components dynamics and intranuclear subdiffusion would be functional to telomere and chromatin function, also though the recruitment of other factors, i.e., the replicative factor PCNA (in yellow).

Disease phenotypes associated with lamins and telomeres {#s0004}
=======================================================

Defects in pathways controlled by lamins and telomeres have been linked to multifaceted phenotypes, but sharing overlapping aspects, and recalling physiological aging traits. The studies that have been functional to the establishment of these links have used different model systems including transgenic cells, patient-derived samples and organismal disease models.

Telomeres and lamins implication in cell senescence {#s0004-0001}
---------------------------------------------------

In 1961, Hayflick and Moorhead observed that normal human fibroblasts did not grow indefinitely in culture.[@cit0058] Indeed, after 60 to 80 population doublings somatic cells stop dividing and enter a state named cell senescence. These cells are morphologically flat, typically express a senescence-associated β-galactosidase (SAβgal),[@cit0059] and they do not proceed into synthesising DNA. They are not quiescent or terminally differentiated, and growth arrest is not reversed physiologically.[@cit0060] Senescence is induced by diverse stimuli, including persistent DNA damage and oxidative stress, but telomere erosion is a main and direct cause for senescence in somatic cells. Indeed, progressive telomere shortening induces a p53- and p16/Rb-dependent replicative senescence.[@cit0005] By analyzing TRF2, Karlseder and coworkers have established that senescence is induced by critically short telomeres, which do not bind sufficient TRF2 to achieve a protective conformation.[@cit0061] Moreover, a proof of the importance of telomeres in relation to cell senescence comes from the fact that the expression of TERT prevents senescence.[@cit0061]

Senescence is observed also in laminopathic cells including samples derived from patients with mutations in the LMNA gene.[@cit0062] Along and/or upstream to senescence, LMNA mutations induce telomere aberrations, DNA repair impairment, altered heterochromatin organization and dysmorphic nuclei.[@cit0055] As in the case of telomere-induced senescence, lamin-induced senescence is prevented by TERT.[@cit0066] However it was also demonstrated that if TERT counteracts telomere loss and prevents the telomeric DNA damage upon lamin dysfunction, it is rather the expression of LAP2α than that of TERT, which is important for rescuing heterochromatin alterations.[@cit0049] These results suggest that the crosstalk between lamins and telomeres and the consequences on senescence are intertwined but also multifaceted.

The link between organismal aging and cellular senescence is based on the presence of senescent cells in aging organisms. Indeed, in mouse liver, SAβgal-positive cells represent ∼8% and ∼17%, in young and old animals, respectively.[@cit0067] Results in the same order of magnitude were obtained in other organs/tissues, including skin, lung, and spleen.[@cit0067] Thus, although aging is a more complex matter than just senescence, and, in turn, senescence is more complex than just telomere and/or lamin dysfunction (reviewed in[@cit0068]), cell senescence establishes at least 1 pathway of a close connection of telomeres and lamins with aging.

Telomeropathies and laminopathies {#s0004-0002}
---------------------------------

Telomeropathies (also named impaired telomere syndromes or telomere maintenance spectrum disorders (reviewed in [@cit0069]) further highlight the importance of telomere homeostasis in organismal physiology and in aging. Their clinical onset displays anticipation with each generation[@cit0070] and manifests as alterations of different tissues and organs, principally being the marrow, the lung, and the liver, along with overall accelerated aging, with several degrees of penetrance and severity, which are influenced by species-specific responses and are sensitive to the pressure of diverse environmental contexts (reviewed in [@cit0069][@cit0071]). The presence of defects in tissues with high turnover suggests that dysfunctional telomeres affect the homeostasis and proliferative capacity of the stem cell compartments. Indeed, for example, recent work has assessed that mesenchymal stem cells derived from the bone marrow stroma from patients affected by telomeropathies display reduced clonogenicity, altered differentiation properties, and increased senescence, along with failure to form hematopoiesis-competent ossicles upon in vivo transplantation into immunodeficient mice.[@cit0072] A well-studied accelerated aging telomeric syndrome involves diskerin mutations, which cause a disease named Dyskeratosis Congenita.[@cit0073] Dyskerin dysfunction destabilizes the telomerase complex inducing a clinical phenotype typically including dystrophic nails, leukoplakia, and hypopigmented skin, and characterized by early mortality due to bone marrow failure.[@cit0071] Other forms of Dyskeratosis involve other telomeric genes including TERC, TERT, NOP10, NHP2, TIN2 or TCAB1.[@cit0074] Biallelic mutations in RTEL1, one of the helicases required to remove the G quadruplex DNA structure at chromosome ends,[@cit0015] are associated with the Diskeratosis Congenita severe variant Hoyeraal-Hreidarsson Syndrome.[@cit0075]

Altogether the complex properties of telomeropathies render the dissection of the pathophysiological mechanisms a challenging area of investigation and genetic models obtained by altering telomeric proteins in mice have contributed to their interpretation (reviewed in [@cit0076]). A paradigmatic work in mice comes from the analysis of telomerase deficient animals that highlight the importance of telomerase activity for homeostasis of the reproductive and haematopoietic systems and for determining an aging phenotype.[@cit0077] In these mice the phenotype is rescued by TERT reactivation.[@cit0078] The connection of telomeres with aging in mice is further strengthened by data showing that physiological aging is counterbalanced in adult wild type mice by systemic AAV-mediated transduction of TERT.[@cit0079] Further animal models of telomere dysfunction are those generated by shelterin impairment, characterized by rapid decline of the regenerative capacity of tissues and accelerated aging. TRF1-depleted mice, for example, display cellular senescence and premature tissue degeneration.[@cit0080] Further mouse models have highlighted the implication of the interaction between the helicase RTEL1 and the replication machinery component PCNA in protecting from cell senescence, fragile telomeres and genome instability.[@cit0015] Moreover, mice genetically engineered to have short telomeres display phenotypic traits of human Dyskeratosis Congenita and of physiological aging, including defects in bone marrow production and haematopoietic progenitor niche, and combined immunodeficiency.[@cit0070]

Telomeropathies and respective animal models share overlapping traits with human syndromes linked to lamins, grouped into the so-called laminopathies (reviewed in [@cit0081]), a large family of diseases for which the full understanding of the pathophysiological mechanisms has yet to be fully understood. Among laminopathies, the best characterized example is the Hutchinson Gilford Progeria Syndrome (HGPS) linked to a mutation in exon 11 of the LMNA gene, which induces the expression of a cryptic splice site, in turn determining the production of the truncated form of lamin A named progerin. A major toxic feature of progerin is its permanent farnesylation as the farnesyl group is not removed as in the processing of wild type pre-lamin A.[@cit0083] HGPS cells have shorter telomeres than age matched controls [@cit0085] and TERT prevents progerin-dependent cell proliferation defects.[@cit0049] HGPS patients appear normal at birth, but develop severe multi-organ abnormalities within 2 years, including skeletal defects and absence of subcutaneous fat. Death occurs in the teenage years and is prevalently caused by heart attacks and strokes. TERT reduces progerin-induced DNA-damage signaling and rescues cell proliferation correlating the disease to telomere dysfunction.[@cit0086] Sporadic endogenous cryptic splice site exposure and consequent progerin expression has been highlighted also in wild type aged human cells, suggesting a further link between lamins and aging.[@cit0065] Progeroid clinical cases other than HGPS have also been described at the genetic level and have reinforced the idea that lamins play a pivotal role in determining the symptoms of premature aging. Indeed, for example, restrictive dermopathy patients have recessive mutations in ZMPSTE24, the gene encoding the proteolytic enzyme involved in lamin A maturation.[@cit0087] In the same line, Cabanillas and coworkers have described a novel premature aging condition (the Nestor-Guillermo Progeria Syndrome), characterized by chronic onset, caused by mutations in BANF1, a gene whose product is implicated in nuclear assembly and interacts with lamin A.[@cit0088] Many different animal models have been produced containing mutations in lamins or in lamin-related genes to study the etiopathology of laminopathies. Mice lacking ZMPSTE24, for example, recapitulate most progeroid traits and are considered a candidate model system of HGPS. They are characterized by skeletal defects and reduced subcutaneous adipose tissue.[@cit0089] Partial recovery of the ZMPSTE24^−/−^ phenotype is obtained by co-depletion of p53, suggesting a key role of DNA damage in the pathophysiology of these mice.[@cit0090] More recently, it has been shown that the depletion of SUV39H1[@cit0091] also partially rescues the ZMPSTE24^−/−^ phenotype pointing to an intertwining of lamin function with epigenetic control of senescence. As for telomeropathies, a road toward the interpretation of laminopathies is coming from experiments stem cells. It has been shown, for example, that progerin expression impairs the differentiation potential of mesenchymal stem cells, which could explain the defects in fat and bone tissues observed in HGPS patients.[@cit0092] Epidermal stem cells have also been implicated in HGPS both in vitro and in animal models.[@cit0093]

Overall these data show that phenotypes of laminopathies and telomeropathies, along with those of organismal models, share links with aging, with the DNA replication (e.g. RTEL1) and damage pathways (e.g., 53BP1), with heterochromatin organization (e.g. SUV39H1), and with telomere homeostasis, specifically supported by notion that TERT rescues senescence. In addition to this, defects of stem cells compartments observed upon both lamin and telomere dysfunction further tie the roads for lamin- and telomere-dependent disease phenotype interpretations.

Conclusion {#s0005}
==========

Numerous aspects at the biochemical, cellular and organismal level suggest points of convergence between lamins and telomeres ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). Namely, telomeres interact directly and indirectly with lamins and with lamin interacting proteins, via strictly telomeric proteins and telomere-associated factors. Along with this, the topology and dynamics of telomeres is connected with the nuclear lamina and with the nuclear matrix. Moreover, the study of senescent cells, and of laminopathies and telomeropathies, along with that of organismal models highlights functional convergences. The most striking link is the ability of TERT to rescue senescence induced by both lamins and telomeres alterations in cellular and organismal systems. In addition to this, although less defined at the mechanistic level, the exhaustion of the stem cells compartments is observed upon both lamin and telomere dysfunction. Moreover, cellular and disease models and human diseases have highlighted a functional connection of phenotypes with defects in the DNA replication, DNA damage response, and heterochromatin organization, which can possibly be ascribed to common operational platforms in the nucleus, controlled by the nuclear lamina and matrix. We propose for these platforms a hypothetic model, according to which in mid and late mitosis the nuclear division organizational process would be architecturally linked with B-lamins, at mitotic structures (i.e., at the spindle, at the spindle matrix or at centrosomes), telomeres and specific proteins. Post-mitotically, telomeres and related factors would be first tethered at the nuclear periphery together with A- and B-lamins, which would contribute to global organization of the chromatin. Subsequently, these telomere-protein hubs would move from the nuclear envelope into the matrix. In interphase, dynamics of the components of these hubs and their intranuclear subdiffusion would function in telomere and chromatin function, securing the topological and biochemical status of platforms needed for telomere replication and repair. We would further speculate that the proposed lamins-related hub organization could be valid also for other complex chromatin structures. Upon telomere and/or lamin dysfunction the activity of these platforms would be impaired, which would affect highly proliferative organs and stem cell compartments, eventually causing organ dysfunction and accelerated aging. Table 1.Telomeres- and lamins-associated phenotypes. Phenotype traits of telomere-related animal models (5-6th generation TERC knock out, G5/G6*-mTerc* KO; skin-targeted TRF1 KO, *K5-TRF1* KO), of telomere-related disease Dyskeratosis Congenital (*DKC1* Xq28), of lamin-related animal models (L530P and LMNA knock in models, respectively *Lmna*^*L503P/L5*^, *Lmna*^*G609G/G609G*^, and *Zmpste24* KO), and of lamin-related disease Hutchinson Gilford Progeria Syndrome (HGPS). HSC - haematopoietic stem cell; BMSC - bone marrow stem cell; VSMC - Vascular smooth muscle cell; MSC - mesenchymal stem cell; nd - not determined; nc - not changed.  G5/G6-mTerc K.O.K5-TRF1 K.O.Dyskeratosis CongenitaLmna^L503P/L503P^Lmna^G609G/G609G^Zmpste24 K.O.HGPS**OrganismalLifespan**18 months [@cit0095]3 d [@cit0096]30 y [@cit0097]4-5 weeks [@cit0098]14 weeks [@cit0099]20 weeks [@cit0089; @cit0100]12.6 y[@cit0101] **Body weight**Reduced [@cit0095]Reduced [@cit0096]Short stature [@cit0074]Reduced [@cit0098]Reduced [@cit0099]Reduced [@cit0089; @cit0100]Reduced[@cit0095]**Tissue/OrganSkin**Hair follicles defects [@cit0095]Hair follicles defects [@cit0096]Skin defects[@cit0072; @cit0074]Hair follicles and skin defects [@cit0098]Hair follicles defects [@cit0099]Alopecia [@cit0089; @cit0100]Alopecia, skin defects[@cit0102] **Subcutaneous fat**Loss [@cit0095]ndndLoss [@cit0098]Loss [@cit0099]Loss [@cit0089]Atrophy[@cit0102] **Skeletal system**Bone defects [@cit0103]ndBone defects [@cit0074]Bone defects [@cit0098; @cit0100]Bone defects [@cit0099]Bone defects [@cit0089; @cit0100]Bone defects[@cit0102] **Reproductive system**Infertile [@cit0077]ndndndInfertile[@cit0099]ndnd **Haematopoietic system**HSC defects [@cit0077]ndndndndndnd **Bone marrow**BMSC defects [@cit0070]ndFailure [@cit0074] MSC defects[@cit0072]ndndndVSMC/MSC defects [@cit0105]**Cellular/MolecularCellular senescence**Increased [@cit0106]Increased [@cit0096]Increased [@cit0107]Increased [@cit0108]Increased [@cit0099]Increased [@cit0090]Increased [@cit0109] **Nuclear aberrations**ndndndIncreased [@cit0098]Increased [@cit0099]Increased [@cit0100]Increased [@cit0083] **Chromatin changes**ndndndndndAggregates [@cit0100]Detachment from periphery [@cit0110] **Telomeric Aberrations**Fusions [@cit0106]Increased [@cit0096]Fusions [@cit0111]ndndndnd **Telomeres Length**Shortening [@cit0106]nc [@cit0096]Shortening [@cit0112]nc [@cit0098]ndnc [@cit0100]Shortening [@cit0085] **Genomic instability**Fusions [@cit0113]Breaks [@cit0096]nc [@cit0114]nc [@cit0108]ndBreaks[@cit0115]nd **DNA damage response**Active [@cit0067]Active [@cit0096]Active [@cit0116]nc [@cit0108]Active [@cit0099]Active [@cit0115]Active[@cit0115] **DNA repair**Defective NHEJ [@cit0117]ndndndndDefective HR [@cit0115]Defective HR[@cit0115]

In conclusion, we expect that looking at this complex interplay in more detail will contribute to a better understanding and interpretation of data obtained in lamin and telomere studies.
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